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The amateur beard grower on YouTube
By Christopher J. Schneider, Ph.D.
What you need to know
Pogonotrophy refers to beard cultivation, including
growth and grooming practices. This research focuses
on the role of online media sites in disseminating
information about pogonotrophy (i.e., growing advice,
grooming techniques, style, etc.) and how social media
has contributed to the growth of the beard industry and
the “professional beardsman.”

oils, and balms—an entire beard product grooming
industry sold online.

Why this research is important
It was the internet that paved much of the way for amateur

How the research was conducted

beardsmen to turn into so-called professional beardsmen.

An initial search of YouTube for the word “beard” returned

In the 2000s, Jack Passion established himself as a beard

more than four million results. To limit the volume of data,

celebrity and parlayed his fame to market beard products

a subsequent search was filtered by “beard,” “channel,”

online; he is sometimes credited as the first “professional

and “view count,” returning the Beardbrand channel as the

beardsman.” Although genetics are generally

top result. With 1.3 million subscribers, Beardbrand is the

acknowledged as the primary driver of beard growth, there

most popular YouTube channel to feature beard-themed

is no shortage of information and advice on the internet

videos. Comments made to all videos with the word

that promotes the myth or idea that beard products cause

“beard” in the title (310 in total) were collected for

growth (they do not). Nevertheless, this myth benefits

analysis. This process netted a total of 62,061 comments.

beard entrepreneurs and their companies. In the early

Conceptual and relevant data identified during the

1970s, according to Grossworth (1971) in The Art of

research process were sampled and categorized into three

Growing a Beard, just one brand of moustache wax was

themes that were constructed from the analysis of

available on the market. There are now dozens of waxes,

comments.

What the researcher found
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The first theme, the yeard quest, is a user commitment to
grow a beard for a period of one year—a “yeard.”
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(full and thick, like the Beardbrand models) and not look
like (unkempt, bald spots, or deficient hair growth). Users
regularly posted questions about the links between beard
products like oils and facial hair growth—the belief was oils
facilitated beard growth, possibly driving Beardbrand sales
and the sales of other beard products. The third theme, how
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trim, for example. This research finds that Beardbrand
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products (videos and interactions with users), serve
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How this research can be used
This research, while it only trims the surface, supplies some
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preliminary understandings about the role of YouTube in
fostering contemporary beard culture online. Analysis of user
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